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Context 
•  Increasing participation, increasing centrality of the

 user (OxIS, 2010 ; Pew, 2009) 

•  France: 23% use the Internet as an important news
 source ; trust crisis (TNS Sofres, 2008) 



Platforms 

• Three types of platforms  

-  Traditional journalism : Lemonde.fr,
 Lefigaro.fr … 

-  Citizen journalism : Agoravox,
 LePost.fr … 

-  Network journalism : Rue89,
 MediaPart … 



… 
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Case Study 

•  French media coverage of climate
 negotiations (7th dec. 09 – 18th dec.
 09) 

• Previous research ? : Brossard & al.
 (2004); Dirickx & Gelders (2010) 



Method 

-  Data : 230 articles about
 “Copenhagen” : 2 traditional, 1
 citizen, 1 network J. platform. 

-  Nvivo  
-  Text-based codification :

 identification of central/marginal
 actors and issues 

-  Discourse analysis (Searle, 1979 ; Van
 Eemeren & al., 2004) 
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Platforms selected for this study 



I. Editorial choices 

• Central/marginal themes 
•  Traditional platforms focused on (1)

 negotiations, (2) education/eco-sensitivity,
 (3) demonstrations, (4) communication 

•  Participatory platforms focused on (1)
 negotiations, (2) science, (3) education and
 (4) religion and ideology. 

•  Note : “demography” is stressed by Agoravox, “fact
 checking” by Rue89 
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Central/marginal themes 
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Central/marginal actors  
•  Identification 

•  Political actors : developed (US, EU) vs. emerging and
 developing countries (BRIC, G77) 

•  Media, pressure groups … 
•  Scientists and scholars : tendency relay the voices that are

 convenient with the view one is willing to defend (Ereaut
 and Segnit, 2006 ; Carvalho, 2007) 

•  Evaluation :  
•  Trustworthy (estiment, préconisent, pensent…) vs. discreputed

 (brandissent, proclament, vocifèrent…) + ad personam,
 circumstanciae 

•  Dominant vs. dependant 
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II. Speech Acts 

1.   Assertives 
2.   Directives 
3.   Commissives 
4.   Expressives 
5.   Declaratives 
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1. Assertives 
•  Definition: … commits oneself to the acceptability of 
•  Argumentation schemes 
•  Degrees of acceptability :  
•  Certain vs. uncertain (Freudenburg, 2008) ; likely vs. unlikely 
•  Ethics of inaction (Boykoff & Rajan, 2007)  

•  Platforms :  
•  Participatory:  (i) controversy, (ii) critique of the logics of

 the negotiations  
•  Traditional: (i) responsibility of actors, (ii) agreement 
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2. Directives 
•  Definition: … gets someone to do (of to refrain to

 do) something 

•  Degrees of obligation :  
•  Forbidden, mandatory : should (not), ought (not) to ;  
•  Permitted, optional : can, could, don’t have to etc. 

•  Platforms :  
•  Traditional platforms (LM, LF) : edito, carte blanche 
•  Citizen platform (AG) : in every article. 
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3. Commissives 
•  Definition: One claims that one undertakes (…) to

 do something 

•  Promise, commitment : I/we will, continue,
 maintain, accept, reject … 

•  Reflexive act : subjectivity (personal responsibility) 

•  Platforms :  
•  Traditional platfoms : - 
•  Participatory platform (RU) : +  
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4. Expressives 
•  Definition: Expression on personal feelings 

•  Reflexive act : subjectivity, regret, congratulation 

•  Platforms :  
•  Traditional Media (LM, LF) : rare, quotes only  
•  Citizen media (AG) : more frequent 
•  “I won’t regret”, “a pity” (RU), “would be sad” (AG) 
•  It is indecent, I’m outraged (AG) 
•  Apologies : “naïvely, I have taken it for granted”, “I should have

 been” (AG) 
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5. Declaratives 
•  Definition: To obtain the acceptance of a reality

 among a given audience 

•  Platforms :  
•  (1) about climate science : “the bases of science are

 stable” (Trad.) vs. “severely damaged”, “discredited”… 
•  (2) about the negotiations : “historical

 moment” (Trad.) vs. “media circus” 
•  Gap … 
•  between science/politics as it is, and as we want it

 to be 
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Conclusions 

  The mere identification of central issues/actors
 establishes specific frameworks which favour the
 expression of particular viewpoints. 

  True for both traditional and participatory media 

  Participatory press assumes a higher degree of
 subjectivity than traditional media. 

  Citizen platform (AgoraVox) is concerned with the
 free expression of marginal viewpoints, and th
 critique of institutional viewpoints 

  Network journalism platform (Rue89) is concerned
 with media reflexivity and – presumably -
 interaction with the reader.  
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Thank you ! 
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Speech Act Analysis (1) 
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Assertives 
(Committing oneself to 
the acceptability of a 
particular proposition) 

*Existence (or inexistence) 
of GW 

Not frequent. Only one instance on AgoraVox 

*Causes of GW More frequent. Mostly emphasized by 
participatory media. Traditional media only 
mentioned causes in response to climate 
skeptics 

*Actual and possible 
consequences of GW 

*Actors’ Responsibility in GW 

Directives 
(trying to get someone to 
do something or to 
refrain from doing 
something) 

*Actor/Negotiations Participatory Media: collective commitment to 
fight against GW/Political leaders’ responsibility 
in negotiations 
Traditional Media: focus on (European)political 
leaders/financial help for developing countries 

*Media/Communication Participatory Media: criticisms at the shared 
international editorial (The Guardian)/criticisms 
directed at media appearances of climate 
skeptics 
Traditional Media: relayed deontic assessments 
coming from other newspapers (Daily 
Telegraph, Guardian, Financial Times) 

*Science Participatory Media: Climate skepticism and 
Anthropogenic Global Warming 
Traditional Media: Climategate and its impact 
on negotiations 

*Social/Political Issues Participatory Media: Educations for Sustainable 
Development (RU89)/Urgent worldwide social 
problems besides GW (AG) 
Traditional Media: Global expectations during 
and after negotiations(LF)/climate-friendly 
collective action (LM)  



Speech Acts Analysis (2) 
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Commissive 
(claiming that one 
undertakes to do—or  
refrains from doing—

something)  

*Eco-sensitivity (LF) 
*CO2 emission cuts (LF) 

“We will honor our words by real acts..” 

*First-person pronoun (Rue89) “I will continue”, “I will maintain” 

Expressives 
(expressing one’s 
personal feelings) 

Traditional Media: Expressives 
appear only in quotes 

“Mr. Sarkozy ‘hopes that’..” 

Participatory Media: First-person 
pronouns 

“I’m sorry but I can’t stand to it..” 

Declaratives 
(looking to have a reality 
accepted by the 
audience) 

Traditional Media legitimates public 
actors and sets a frame for 
political interaction 

IPCC’s report is “unequivocal” 
“Science id settled” (Al Gore) 


